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Welcome
Thank you for choosing OrgaCount to aid your counting processes. We have worked hard
to make the application highly efficient and easy to use for you. This ‘Getting Started’
guide shall be a short reference for you, in order to enable you to start right away with
the counting procedure and save as much time as possible. In order to get more deeply
involved with the detailed functions of OrgaCount, please, download the complete User
Guide, which is available on
http://orgacount.com/site/downloads/OrgaCount_User_Guide.pdf.

Copyright & Contact
OrgaCount is a product of AquaEcology GmbH & Co. KG, Germany. All rights reserved.
If you have any queries regarding OrgaCount or other services of AquaEcology, please
ring us at +49 441 36116 250, or send an e-mail to info@aquaecology.de. For technical
questions, please, e-mail to service@orgacount.com.
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Getting Started
The counting programme OrgaCount has got an user-interface with three different
windows (panels). While the lower two of these windows have got a rather informational
character – you can see messages from OrgaCount here or navigate through the help
system – the upper panel, which is called Counter, contains the main application and
will lead you through the counting process.
After logging in with your user name and password on the upper right side, the item
Projects (marked in red) becomes visible. It has got a plus sign
located to the left:
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That plus sign
indicates that the counting environment is organised in various
modules related to each other in a tree-like structure. Once expanded, all levels (marked
in red) are displayed in that hierarchical tree:
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This tree-like structure allows you to easily understand the relationship between items,
and provides an easy navigation flow to the various functions available at each level of
organisation. Information is stored by three main levels of organization, from general to
specific: projects, samples, and sessions:


Projects hold general information on a working programme that can be defined by
a certain institution, a specific geographic location, a grant, etc. One project may
contain one or more samples and sessions.



Samples are treated in the same sense as they are used in biology and,
particularly, in oceanography. They hold information about all data that
associated to a real sample, such as codes, information about the collecting site
and the local conditions, counting procedures etc. One sample may contain one or
more sessions.



Sessions only contain those kinds of information related to organism counting
processes, such as the microscope settings, the area counted, etc. For counting
modes using plankton counting domains such as Phytoplankton Size Class and
Phytoplankton Biovolume, please note that each counting session is microscopeand magnification-specific.

Projects, samples and sessions work in very similar ways, creating an easy workflow
once you are familiar with the principles of working with OrgaCount.

Setting up a New Counting Session
The following represents the steps to set up a new counting session. If you are a firsttime user of OrgaCount and wish to start counting, this section is for you:
1. First, go to the Counter panel and expand the available branches by clicking on
the plus sign
located to the left of the branch label. Expand both the Current
project and the Search projects branch.

Setting up a new Project
2. Add a new project (a project holds general information on a working
programme that can be defined by a certain institution, a specific geographic
location, a grant, etc.):


In the search box, click on the item



You will see the text Current project: untitled project – unsaved, which means
that the branch is now expanded and a project is active, but it has no name
yet and is not saved.



At the same time, a first sub branch labelled
contains an empty data entry form.

Add new project

Project details appears which
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3. Fill in relevant project information: add a project name, a description, an
abbreviation, etc.


If needed, open the list of optional fields (click on the
sign at the right side
of the label named Optional fields), and add other types of information to
describe the project.



If you licensed more than one counting mode, or have purchased the plugin
SetCountingDomain, you will be able to choose among different counting
domains. In this case, please, note:
The selection of the counting domain is very important, for this will
specify the type of counting strategy, the master taxon and size class tables,
and other variables used in rendering the OrgaCount interface, such as
reports etc. (see chapter 6 in the User Guide: Counting → Counting Modes&
Domains).

4. Preview, modify and/or save the project:


If you wish to preview the project, click on the Preview button at the bottom of
the form. A module with your entered information and settings is displayed
which you can now review.
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Click on the Back button to leave the preview mode and modify some of the
information; or click on Save data in order to save the project in the database.



After having saved the project, a message displaying the name of the saved
project and its internal database identifier pops up. Click on the OK button.
The project details module is accessible at any time within the branch labelled
Project details.
Please note that a current project branch is tagged now, using the name of the
project that was just created. When saving project information, sample subbranches are automatically created to the current project branch.

5. Expand the

Search samples branch.

Please note that a Current sample branch is tagged with none selected; hence, a
sample has to be added to the current project and selected for further use. The
current project branch is tagged with the name of the project recently added to
the database.
 Please refer to chapter 3 in the User Guide: Projects for more details.

Setting up a New Sample
6. Add a new sample (samples on OrgaCount are treated in the same sense as
they are used in biology and, particularly, in oceanography):


In the search box, click on the item



A branch labelled Sample details will be expanded; which contains an empty
data entry form. The Current sample branch is tagged with the text untitled
sample – unsaved.



In the search box, click on the item



You will see the text Current sample: untitled sample – unsaved, which means
that the branch is now expanded and a sample is active, but it has no name
yet and is not saved.



At the same time, a first sub branch labelled
contains an empty data entry form.

Add new sample

Add new sample

Sample details appears which
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7. Enter relevant information relating to the sample. Add a sample code, a ship, a
cruise, etc. The sample code can also be generated automatically, including the
information of the various input fields. For this purpose, just check the box
tagged with automatically, and select a combination from the click list
.
8. For adding geographical information on the sample, choose one of the optional
fields labelled Geographic units; the different formats used for geographical
coordinates specify as follows:
DD stands for decimal degrees;
DM is used for degrees and minutes;
DMS specifies degrees, minutes, and seconds.
Please use positive numbers, only. For seconds only integers are possible. A fault
message will appear in red if any of the information entered does not fit the
format chosen.
9. If needed, open the list of optional fields (click on the sign on the right hand
side of the label named Optional fields) to add more types of information
describing the sample.
10. Preview, modify and save the sample:


Click on the Preview button at the bottom end of the form. A module with all
entered sample data is loaded for review.
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The Load previous data button is a useful feature if you have to change only
minimal details from sample to sample. By using this button you can load the
entered information of your previous sample and edit them for the new one.



Click on the Back button to modify some of the information you have entered,
or click on the Save data button to save the sample in database.



After having saved the sample, a message displaying the code of the saved
sample and its internal database identifier pops up. Click on the OK button. A
module containing the sample details is displayed within the branch labelled
Sample details.

 Please refer to chapter 4 in the User Guide: Samples for more details.

Setting up a New Counting Session
11. Add a new session: Sessions in OrgaCount contain only those settings generally
related to organism counting processes.


For counting modes like Phytoplankton Size Class and Phytoplankton
Biovolume, please note that each counting session is microscope- and
magnification-specific (see chapter 6 in the User Guide: Counting → Counting
Modes & Domains).



In the Search sessions box, click on the item



Under the item Current Session, a new branch labelled Session details is
expanded, containing an empty data entry form.

Add new session.
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12. Enter information relating to the session, including the microscope name, the
magnification, the counted area item, the counting factor, the chamber volume
etc. :


Please note that some of these fields may not be displayed in counting
domains that do not use microscopes. However, if you need these entry fields,
simply open the list of optional fields (by clicking on the
sign at the right
hand side Optional fields), and add more information fields to describe your
session.



The data information entered about microscope, magnification, counting
factor, and counted area item is essential to calculations of counts and
biovolumes. Therefore, please pay close attention when filling in these
fields. However, the information may be changed at any time later, without
affecting the counting results. Moreover, whilst these settings you enter are
considered the default for this session, some information (like the counting
factor or the counting area unit) may be changed later for each individual
taxon (or size class) counted.

13. Preview, modify and save the session:


Click on the Preview button at the bottom end of the form. A module
containing all session settings is loaded for review.



Click on the Back button to modify some of the information you have entered,
or click on Save data in order to save the session in database.



More branches labelled
session branches.

Counter and

Settings will appear beneath the

 Please refer to chapter 5 in the User Guide: Sessions for more details.
14. Set up the counting layout using the
item

Counting layouts interface under the

Settings.

The counting layout refers to the list of items (taxa, size classes of taxa, or items
that are not organisms) that are counted during a counting session. Each item
contains elements used for accomplishing the counting: the name of a taxon,
details on its size class (in the case of predefined size classes), the keyboard
button it relates to, a textbox with the count value, and other controls for
individual counting settings. The main elements of the counting layout are shown
below.
The counting layout may be adjusted using the branches under
There are two major settings that need to be considered here:

Settings.

(a) the counting list,
(b) the keyboard layout.
 Please also see chapter 6 in the User Guide: Counting → The Counting Layout
for further details.

(a) Setting up a Counting List
First of all, open the branch
Counter, which you will find under the item
Current session. During the following process, the selection of species from the
counting list and the assigned keys will be displayed here in the tab Counting
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layout. The assigned keys and other adjustments can be changed in this tab at
any time. Please note: This tab will not display any content before you set up your
counting list, as described below.
In order to build and adjust the counting list that will be loaded in your counting
layout, please expand then the branches
Settings

Counting layouts

Counting list.
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Use the two panels in the Counting list module to search for taxa/items (see the
list in the right panel of the module) and to include these taxa in your personal
counting list (left panel). If your counting mode contains a predefined species list,
this list will be displayed in the right panel and you will then be able to directly
build your counting list from this species list. Otherwise, you will have to build up
your own list step-by-step by clicking on the item Add new taxon/item in the
right panel and to add new taxa/objects. In order to manage your counting list:


Add or remove taxa/items to the counting layout by clicking on the check
boxes located in front of each name of taxa/items.



The
buttons can be used to expand the list. Click on a checkbox near an
item to add it to counting layout.
Please note that the counting list used for a session may be adjusted at any
time during counting.



Keyboard keys can be allocated to taxa/items in a counting layout. By clicking
on a taxon/item name, a popup appears in which you can select a particular
key for a particular taxon. Only those keys actually available for use are
displayed in the popup window.

 Please see chapter 8 in the User Guide: Managing Counting Lists for more
information on working with counting lists.
Please note:
The counting lists are saved in database and can be reused when counting
other samples. They can also be modified and/or saved under distinct names.
You can work with more than one counting list during one single counting
session.

Counting Lists as Templates
Counting lists work as templates which can be used for several sessions.
However, please note that these templates change immediately when items are
added or deleted. This is in contrast to what you are used to with other software
working with templates. Therefore, if you want to create a modified counting list,
save the existing counting list first by giving it another name (use the Save
counting list as option). Then add or delete items from the new list. This way,
your original list remains untouched.
A useful tip: In order to be on the save side; create a ‘master template’ as a
backup and use this for setting up new lists, which you can then use for counting
sessions.

Choosing an existing Counting List

Settings


Counting layouts

Counting list.

Click on one of the template names in the list; and the design of the counting
layout will change automatically.
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 For further information please see chapter 6 in the User Guide: Counting →
Settings → Modifying the Counting Layout.

(b) Selecting a Keyboard Layout
OrgaCount allows you to select one of a variety of different keyboard layouts,
which mainly differ according to various country features and languages.
Depending on the language of the relevant keyboard, some of the keys in the
keyboard layouts may not be available. It may therefore be useful to switch to a
relevant keyboard layout which lists more items in your counting layout. The
keyboard you use with your computer is relevant to the settings of the keyboard
layout you should select.
In order to maximise the number of keys available for counting, please expand
the branches

Settings

Keyboard layouts:



Now pick an appropriate keyboard type from the keyboard selection list.



The list of available keys is automatically rendered after your selection.

As you can see in the image below, keys that are not used in the current counting
layout are displayed in white. Used keys are displayed in blue. If there are keys
that are used in your current counting layout, but not available on the chosen
keyboard type, these are marked in red. You can use this feature as an easy way
to see which keys are available.
Please note:
The keyboard layout may be changed at any time during counting and does
not affect your counting results.


For more information please see chapter 6 in the User Guide: Counting →
Settings → Selecting a Keyboard Layout.

15. Start counting:
Click on Start counting
near the Results tab to start the active counting. You
will notice that the symbol of this button changes and the text ‘counting items’ in
a red box appears next to it, when counting is active. At the same time, the tab
Counting layout will have a yellow background colour. Press now relevant keys on
the keyboard or use the mouse to click on buttons in the counting layout interface
in order to count taxa/items, or their size classes. To stop the active counting,
click on the stop counting button
. During a session, you can repeatedly start
and stop the counting, as often as you like (see chapter 6 in the User Guide:
Counting → Starting the Counting and Counting → The counting layout →
Generic Elements of the Counting Layout).
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